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LindaCip-NY
Famous Reporter

Joined: 15 Jul 2010
Posts: 1740
Location: New York

Posted: Sat Mar 03, 2012 10:24 am    Post subject: Speaker designations

I'm looking for ways to write various speakers in addition to the two main attorneys.

So I'm looking for general speaker designations that can be used for each case, to be e-defined for the specific case. (Or
any other method that works well for you)

In deps I use 1234 for the Q'g attorney, and 6789 for the W's attorney. And any other attorneys will be some variation of
their name. That's okay.

But in a few weeks I'm going to be filling in as a per diem in a court for a month, and I don't know anything right now
about who will be speaking; but I'd like to have a generic outline for each client, like the petitioner and respondent, or if
it's just the accused.

It should be one stroke. Fire away!  And thanks!

Back to top   

Lance B
Honorary Registered
Professional Ranter

Joined: 04 Nov 2008
Posts: 1466
Location: Ohio

Posted: Sat Mar 03, 2012 10:34 am    Post subject:

STPHAO - plaintiff/prosecutor
SKWRAO - main defense
EUFPLT - third attorney
EURBGS - witness
TK-EURBGS - The Defendant in plea colloquy or elsewhere
STPHAOEUFPLT - fourth attorney
SKWRAOEURBGS - fifth attorney
STKPWHR-FRPBLGTS - The Court
STKPWHRAOEUFRPBLGTS - The Clerk

I have others I use for The Juror and Court Officer, if necessary, or I define the fourth and fifth attorney as those two if
there are only two counsel

LAB

Back to top   

Andrea Murphy
Famous Reporter

Joined: 03 Nov 2008
Posts: 2487
Location: West Frankfort, IL

Posted: Sat Mar 03, 2012 10:37 am    Post subject:

SNOO
JOO
SNOO-F
SNOO-P
SNOO-L, -T, -D, etc through -Z
JOO-F
JOO-P
JOO-L, -T, -D, etc through -Z
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MaryAnnRDR
Famous Reporter

Joined: 10 Nov 2008
Posts: 3994
Location: Washington, DC

Posted: Sat Mar 03, 2012 12:12 pm    Post subject:

Wow. I'm always amazed at how our minds work on these kinds of things. Apologies in advance, because I'm a double-
stroker, but this is how I differentiate speakers past the main two. If you did this, you could simply job down a little
chart for each hearing or case, 1, 2, 3, 4. It works for me.

TWO/TWO = SPEAKER TWO
THREE/THREE = SPEAKER THREE
FOUR/FOUR = SPEAKER FOUR
FIVE/FIVE = SPEAKER FIVE
SIX/SIX = SPEAKER SIX
SEF/SEF = SPEAKER SEVEN
EIGHT/EIGHT = SPEAKER EIGHT
NINE/NINE = SPEAKER NINE
VOIS/VOIS = SPEAKER (Generic - then I will go back and write the speaker ID from the writer, or write myself an
invisible note of who it was)
PHONE/PHONE = VIA TELEPHONE
EUFPLT/EUFPLT = THE COURT

M.A.
_________________
Mary Ann Payonk, CSR-CA
Independent Realtime Reporter
Washington, DC, VA, MD, DE

Back to top    

Lance B
Honorary Registered
Professional Ranter

Joined: 04 Nov 2008
Posts: 1466
Location: Ohio

Posted: Sat Mar 03, 2012 1:12 pm    Post subject:

Double stroking (well, in this contect at least, natch), is so, so tiring, and makes it harder to keep up, in a public hearing
situation especially. I hope you don't have to do that often, M.A.

Back to top   

Steno Jules
Famous Reporter

Joined: 06 Nov 2008
Posts: 8626
Location: Virginia

Posted: Sat Mar 03, 2012 1:28 pm    Post subject:

I set them up visually around the room -- well, except for the specialty speakers -- so that they are sort of sitting where
I put my hands, if that makes sense. That way I don't have to stop and think. If they're on my right I'm using my right
hand. If they're sitting on my left, I'm using my left hand.

K-FRPBLGTS - the clerk
B-FRPBLGTS - the bailiff
M-FRPBLGTS - the court reporter (the M is for "me")

To my left I use upper bank/lower bank/ all keys with the AO:
SNAO - Speaker left 1
JOA - Speaker left 2
STKPWHRAO - Speaker left 3

If there are more than three to my left (rarely the case for me) I keep the AO on the left and use the same banks on the
right. But if they're sitting to my left, they always have the AO.

AOFMT - Speaker Left 4
AORBGS - Speaker Left 5
AOFRPBLGTS - Speaker Left 6
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On my right, same process with EU.

EUFPLT -Speaker Right 1
EURBGS - Speaker Right 2
EUFRPBLGTS - Speaker Right 3

SNEU - Speaker Right 4
SKWREU - Speaker Right 5
STKPWHREU - Speaker Right 6

Head of the table or judge
STKPWHR-FRPBLGTS - head of the table or judge
STKPWHRAOEUFRPBLGTS - second person at head of table or guardian ad litem.
_________________
Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes. That way when you criticize them, you're a mile away and you
have their shoes.

Back to top   

MaryAnnRDR
Famous Reporter

Joined: 10 Nov 2008
Posts: 3994
Location: Washington, DC

Posted: Sat Mar 03, 2012 1:29 pm    Post subject:

I do it every day, Lance! I have never, ever had a one-stroke indication for a speaker. I guess like reporters who don't
mind using Ctl-Alt-3 or other combinations as opposed to specialty keysets where the keys remain on the home row, it's
what I like and I do it effortlessly. Anita Paul gave me some suggestions for ergonomic writing and changing the way I
write certain things, and I'll read the thread to see if anything makes so much sense to me that I want to try it. If so, I
will! Try it, that is. But if it doesn't come naturally to me, not gonna happen, friend.

FWIW, here are my entries for what you use for speaker indications:

STPHAO - slop stroke for "into"
SKWRAO - beginning quote mark, no caps
EUFPLT - letter "I" when fingerspelling
EURBGS - ending quote mark with no punctuation
TK-EURBGS - slop stroke for "dishes"
STPHAOEUFPLT - (nothing)
SKWRAOEURBGS - (nothing)
STKPWHR-FRPBLGTS - (nothing - but I guess I could try to hit all the keys in frustration when the wpm goes over 250)
STKPWHRAOEUFRPBLGTS - (nothing - but I guess I could add the vowels in when it goes over 300 ...)

M.A.
(Old habits die hard. I learned double-stroke names, SMITH/SMITH for speaker ID Mr. Smith, in school about a hundred
years ago)
_________________
Mary Ann Payonk, CSR-CA
Independent Realtime Reporter
Washington, DC, VA, MD, DE

Back to top    

LindaCip-NY
Famous Reporter

Joined: 15 Jul 2010
Posts: 1740
Location: New York

Posted: Sat Mar 03, 2012 2:29 pm    Post subject:

Wow, thanks!  These are very creative, and I'm going to be trying them all out and any that follow.

Back to top   

Phil Stillerman
Registered Diplomate Ranter

Posted: Sat Mar 03, 2012 3:01 pm    Post subject:

EUFPLT THE COURT:
SNAO: PETITIONER'S/PLAINTIFF'S ATTORNEY:
JAO: RESPONDENT'S/DEFENDANT'S ATTORNEY:
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Joined: 03 Nov 2008
Posts: 1066
Location: Poughkeepsie,
NY/Beaumont, CA

EURBGS: OTHER ATTORNEY:
LA*UG/ LAW GUARDIAN
SWO*ERK SOCIAL WORKER
P-(ANSWER BANK) PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF (IN COLLOQUY)
D or R-(ANSWER BANK) DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT (IN COLLOQUY)

You shouldn't really have more than that for each case, most likely it will be less. If need be you can do MR-B for Mr.
Bamberger etc.

But you really should be able to get by with the generics.
Good luck and let us know how it goes/went.
_________________
Phil Stillerman, RPR (Ret)
proud grandpa of Leila
stillreporting@gmail.com

Back to top    

jaammons

Joined: 30 Dec 2008
Posts: 33

Posted: Sat Mar 03, 2012 5:36 pm    Post subject:

SNAO = Government-Plaintiff attorney
SKRWAO= Defense attorney
PLA*T= Second government-plaintiff attorney
DA*T = Second defense attorney
1DZ - 5DZ and SD6 - SD9 = nine more attorneys
(These are defined in my dix, but I'd freak out if I ever had to remember this many!! I'd probably start double stroking
the first syllable of the last name after four or five speakers.)

for court:

GA*L/GA*L = Gallery member (When I don't know who's speaking)
MR*/MR* = Unidentified male speaker
MRS*/MRS* = Unidentified female speaker
MO*ER/MO*ER = Defendant's mother (I have outlines for dad, sister, wife, son, daughter, friend) (We realtime
everything to our judges so I try to have speakers for easier reading.)

1PBLG = JUROR NO. 1
2PBLG, etc
SKWR6 = JUROR NO. 6
SKWR7, etc

Judy

Back to top   

hapster
Moderator

Joined: 03 Nov 2008
Posts: 2498
Location: San Diego,
California

Posted: Sat Mar 03, 2012 7:22 pm    Post subject:

IMO, try to stay away from double strokes whenever possible -- no, ALL the time... too much room for error if you
misstroke ONE of the double strokes.... in Judy's example above, absolutely NO reason not to write GA*L, MR*, MRS*,
and MO*ER using only ONE of those strokes and define them exactly the same way.

Just my experience talking here.

Cheers... H

Back to top   

gregadelson
Famous Reporter

Posted: Sat Mar 03, 2012 8:45 pm    Post subject: Speaker identification

Once did ay whole survey when I was teaching about single stroking speakers or double stroking. My personal
preference is single stroking. I got a lot of good info from some great reporters. Search speaker identifiction.

Greg
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Joined: 03 Nov 2008
Posts: 3842
Location: Deerfield Beach,
Florida

Back to top   

LindaCip-NY
Famous Reporter

Joined: 15 Jul 2010
Posts: 1740
Location: New York

Posted: Sun Mar 04, 2012 7:43 am    Post subject:

Good Idea, Greg, I'll try searching that.
I'm going to practice all of these to see what fits best.
----
Thanks, Phil, for your suggestions and well wishes; I was looking forward to your input. This is a major endeavor for me
bc I've always been afraid of working in the courts; I created such anxiety for myself after I said I'd like to fill in for this
spot, oh, my insides were turning inside out. I worked myself up in quite a dither. I'm trying to overcome that fear and
get myself to believe I've got confidence and I can do this.
--------
And thanks again to everyone for your taking the time to share.
I'll be starting the steady per diem on 3-22, and maybe here & there til then. I'll definitely let you know how I feel after

the first time.  And what outlines I've chosen.
---------
Edited to add per Greg's suggestion:
http://www.depoman.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=5686&highlight=speaker+identification
Excellent thread and it needs to be kept in the forefront somehow.

And I wonder whether we have a printer-friendly version to be able to print out the parts we want of the threads.

Back to top   

Steno Jules
Famous Reporter

Joined: 06 Nov 2008
Posts: 8626
Location: Virginia

Posted: Sun Mar 04, 2012 8:10 am    Post subject:

For what it's worth, I find speaker ID in court much easier than deps. I can only think of a few trials where I've had more
than a couple of attorneys on each side. It's the depositions where you have a ton of attorneys and their clients all
sitting around the table that speaker ID gets kind of ugly. I'm sure you'll be fine.
_________________
Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes. That way when you criticize them, you're a mile away and you
have their shoes.

Back to top   

LindaCip-NY
Famous Reporter

Joined: 15 Jul 2010
Posts: 1740
Location: New York

Posted: Sun Mar 04, 2012 9:27 am    Post subject:

That's a good point, Jules, about deps being tougher w/ all the attorneys. I go on a certain ten-attorney medical case
every so often, and they do have their objections while the W is answering; so if I could do that, I should be able to
handle this.

It's just the not-knowing, never been in court, the something-new that's eating me alive. I'm trying to catch myself and
turn it into excitement energy, as opposed to fear anxiety.
-------
As for speaker objections in deps, I've been working the objection into their name:
SMOBGS = MR. SMITH: Objection.
SMOEBGS = MR. SMITH: Note my objection.
That type of thing works SO well.

Back to top   
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gregadelson
Famous Reporter

Joined: 03 Nov 2008
Posts: 3842
Location: Deerfield Beach,
Florida

Posted: Sun Mar 04, 2012 11:32 am    Post subject: Court

Linda, I want to tell you if you haven't done a lot of court, it will take a little while to get used to it. As you know from
your previous reporting experience, being able to anticipate is an important factor. You will be hearing some new
terminology, having to write more voices at a faster pace.
It will keep getting better for you. Roll with it. Anybody who is a "court reporter" should also have court experience.
Congratulations on your new venture. I think most of us who have done court have loved the experience.

Greg

Back to top   

LindaCip-NY
Famous Reporter

Joined: 15 Jul 2010
Posts: 1740
Location: New York

Posted: Sun Mar 04, 2012 3:06 pm    Post subject:

Greg,

Thank you so much for your encouragement, it means a lot. 

Back to top   

Glen D. Warner
Registered Diplomate Ranter

Joined: 04 Nov 2008
Posts: 1110
Location: Snohomish, WA

Posted: Mon Mar 05, 2012 12:57 am    Post subject:  

Hi, Linda.

Whenever this subject comes up on Facebook (or anywhere else, for that matter), I always point the
inquirer here.

Enjoy!

--gdw
_________________
"For a Good (steno) Time ...."
http://www.cheapandsleazy.net

Back to top        

LindaCip-NY
Famous Reporter

Joined: 15 Jul 2010
Posts: 1740
Location: New York

Posted: Mon Mar 05, 2012 4:46 am    Post subject:

Thank you, Glen. That is a great thread and is the same one as the link I put up above for, though, it doesn't say it in its
link words.

Back to top   

Glen D. Warner
Registered Diplomate Ranter

Joined: 04 Nov 2008
Posts: 1110
Location: Snohomish, WA

Posted: Fri Mar 09, 2012 3:36 am    Post subject:  

Hi, Linda.

You're welcome! Guess I missed your edit in there when I was writing my post.

Hope the new gig goes well for you ... and leads to more opportunities in the future!

--gdw
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_________________
"For a Good (steno) Time ...."
http://www.cheapandsleazy.net

Back to top        

LindaCip-NY
Famous Reporter

Joined: 15 Jul 2010
Posts: 1740
Location: New York

Posted: Fri Mar 09, 2012 3:57 am    Post subject:

Glen D. Warner wrote:

Hi, Linda...Hope the new gig goes well for you ... and leads to more opportunities in the
future!
--gdw

Thanks, Glen! That's exactly what I'm hoping happens, more opportunities. I'm going there today as a per diem for the
first time - and facing the greatest fear of my career.

Back to top   

Glen D. Warner
Registered Diplomate Ranter

Joined: 04 Nov 2008
Posts: 1110
Location: Snohomish, WA

Posted: Fri Mar 09, 2012 4:07 am    Post subject:  

You're welcome, Linda!

No fear! Walk in there like you've been doing it forever, and you'll do fine!

--gdw
_________________
"For a Good (steno) Time ...."
http://www.cheapandsleazy.net

Back to top        

LindaCip-NY
Famous Reporter

Joined: 15 Jul 2010
Posts: 1740
Location: New York

Posted: Sat Mar 10, 2012 8:51 am    Post subject:

Glen D. Warner wrote:

You're welcome, Linda!
No fear! Walk in there like you've been doing it forever, and you'll do fine!--gdw

How incredible your saying this, Glen, because all the night before, I was trying to convince myself to go with
confidence, I've done this in court many times (prior lives - ok, I know that's weird to some people) , to go in feeling like
I've been here all along (to build my familiarity bc the not-knowing was the biggest obstacle) -- and I didn't read the
above post before going in -- so to read this after the fact, it's neat!
-------
I thought I'd be really distracted being in the CR area and having a full audience staring at me or feel like they're staring
at me. But I was so totally focused on the proceedings, like tunnel vision, I did not even notice them, besides which, I
positioned myself sort of behind the DA podium so I was kind of hidden from most.

I was very lucky, in that, they put me in a newly opened courtroom w/ a new judge who was still learning and who
spoke most articulately, carefully, and he was no problem. Everyone else who was very familiar with the process, well, I
muddled through. I know a few of the CRs, and they gave me their short forms, which I'm very impressed by; but I
could not "process" them quick enough, as I wasn't familiar w/ all the phrases and terms to even think of a short form,
myself, or match it to the one on the paper; so yeah, I was frantically writing.
It was a long day that had a lot of waiting time; unfortunately, I was too wound up to have dep work by my side and
redirect my focus to get anything accomplished while there were off-record things happening. They do not tell me when
to go on/off; I had ideas of what to put on, but the little things coming from either the court officer and/or clerk sitting
at the side of the judge, I don't know whether they're always on, or off, or when the court officer hands docs to the att
and/or witness w/no attorney, and it didn't sound like they spoke for the record, just spewed it out. So I'll have to clear
all that up next time I go in.

I was very impressed by the court officers and clerks who knew their job and procedures very well and really were
guiding this judge along. All the court personnel were VERY nice.

It was quite a draining day. One of the CRs said it will take about two weeks to feel comfortable w/ all the terms. I've got
a lot of homework on those short forms. The other day, I sat in the audience of two of the courtrooms they might put
me in when I start, one was kind of slow; the other, oh, my gosh, that judge was so fast, I don't know if I'd be able to
catch what he's saying. Is it possible to even process it in the mind? It must be bc you're all doing it.
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And that is the story of my first court experience. Oh --
My speaker designations, even ones I've been using all my career, kind of went out the window just bc things were
different from a dep, and I started just doing the Q bank for the Dft's attorney, instead of my 6789 designation I know
so well. I don't know, my brain kind of went a little haywire with that, trying to understand how to process all the various
att's coming up to speak (calendar).

Back to top   

Glen D. Warner
Registered Diplomate Ranter

Joined: 04 Nov 2008
Posts: 1110
Location: Snohomish, WA

Posted: Sat Mar 10, 2012 4:37 pm    Post subject:  

Hi, Linda.

Sounds like it was an interesting experience, at the very least ... and I'm glad my advice helped
somewhat.

It's a long shot, but if there are any recordings of that really fast judge, you might want to get hold of
one (or two) of them for some practice work.

Sure, it's not the guy you'll be working with ... but if you do that, you should see two benefits:

(1) Your judge will be that much easier to write, and

(2) You won't feel like roadkill should you somehow find yourself in his courtroom! :o)

In one of the numerous CR groups I'm in on Facebook, Tami Fraizer laid out a few extensions she uses
for her courtroom ... which, of course, I don't remember ... but they would be something that will help
you in the not-too-distant, I'm sure!

Are you on Facebook?

--gdw
_________________
"For a Good (steno) Time ...."
http://www.cheapandsleazy.net

Back to top        

LindaCip-NY
Famous Reporter

Joined: 15 Jul 2010
Posts: 1740
Location: New York

Posted: Sat Mar 10, 2012 9:37 pm    Post subject:

Hi, Glen, No, I'm not on FB.
That fast-talking judge was one that I was told I'd be moved to after a few days of starting the steady per diem work;
that's why I went to go sit in the audience just to observe the two courtrooms I heard I'd be put into. Everybody in that
courtroom spoke lightening-fast. I hope they reconsider where they're going to stick me next week.

Back to top   

Glen D. Warner
Registered Diplomate Ranter

Joined: 04 Nov 2008
Posts: 1110
Location: Snohomish, WA

Posted: Sun Mar 11, 2012 2:18 am    Post subject:  

Hi, Linda.

Wow, that does not sound like a great move ...! :o( Something tells me your new co-workers didn't
want that job!

Let me see if I can find those courtroom extensions ....

Found them! These are taken from several screenshots I took of Tami's comments; hopefully they will
be in the order she wrote them, but even if they are not, they should still make sense.

Happy Writing Short! wrote:
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Well, I use both banks for THE COURT: and then I use the vowels for the answers.

THE COURT: Sustained. STKPWHRAEU-FRPBLGTS

A All right
AO Okay
OE Overruled.
E Well,
EU I

(I know I'm forgetting some.)

In this next one she is talking about speaker IDs and associated extensions:

Happy Writing Short! wrote:

I use something very similar to what Breck suggested. I use the answer bank -FRPBLGTS with left side letters that
make sense with their title:

W-FRPBLGTS: THE WITNESS
K-FRPBLGTS: THE CLERK
T-FRPBLGTS: THE INTERPRETER
B-FRPBLGTS: THE DEPUTY/BAILIFF
D-FRPBLGTS: THE DEFENDANT

Now you can get really fancy and also add their response in the same line:

DE-FRPBLGTS: THE DEFENDANT: Yes
DO-FRPBLGTS: THE DEFENDANT: No
DI-FRPBLGTS: THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir
DOI-FRPBLGTS: THE DEFENDANT: No, sir
DAO-FRPBLGTS: THE DEFENDANT: Okay
DA-FRPBLGTS: THE DEFENDANT: All right
DAU-FRPBLGTS: THE DEFENDANT: Thank you

(Same responses -- vowels -- with all the speakers)

I also use G-FRPBLGTS for THE DEFENDANT: Guilty.
GU-FRPBLGTS: THE DEFENDANT: Guilty, your Honor.
SG-FRPBLGTS: THE DEFENDANT: Guilty, sir.

At this point, she repeated the ones she uses for THE COURT; no changes, so they are omitted here ...
but shortly after that, she made a change:

Happy Writing Short! wrote:

Started using just the K for "THE COURT:" with common Court responses:

KORMG: THE COURT: Good morning.
KAFRN: THE COURT: Good afternoon.
KAU: THE COURT: Thank you. (STKPWHRAU-FRPBLGTS too)
KO*ED: THE COURT: Go ahead.
KMAEUR: THE COURT: You may inquire.

(I can't think of them all, but you get the idea.)

Next she had some strokes for bylines:

Happy Writing Short! wrote:

Oh, and the Q By lines, get those in one stroke. I two stroked them for 25 years before the light bulb went on. I
use:

STPHAO-K: Q. By Plf:
SKWRAO-K: Q. By Plf 2:
K-EUFPLT: Q. By Def:
K-EURBGS: Q. By Def 2:

I, of course, make sure their names are defined so my realtime looks pretty.

Looks like that's all I have! Hope there weren't any repeats ... and that they are of use!

Good skill, Linda!
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--gdw
_________________
"For a Good (steno) Time ...."
http://www.cheapandsleazy.net
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LindaCip-NY
Famous Reporter

Joined: 15 Jul 2010
Posts: 1740
Location: New York

Posted: Sun Mar 11, 2012 7:48 am    Post subject:

Glen! Thank you for taking the time to post all that. I'm going to try them out as well. I do see a future for those COURT
Good morning, etc., ones.
(No, there were no new coworkers. They opened this KRAOM w/out hiring; so now they are really short, and are trying
to stay w/ per diems, instead of throwing in the ER, which they do have. That's why I'm trying to make myself so
available, though it will be a struggle both in writing and financial. -- or the financial could work out bc it's a steady
paycheck, something I've not seen in years, albeit small. And all the reporters get rotated each month, so they all get a
chance at everyone.)

Back to top   

gregadelson
Famous Reporter

Joined: 03 Nov 2008
Posts: 3842
Location: Deerfield Beach,
Florida

Posted: Sun Mar 11, 2012 8:49 am    Post subject: Lightening fast judge

You can get used to anything. Those are the guys that make a merit writer out of you. Hang in there.

Greg

Back to top   

CrtRptr
Famous Reporter

Joined: 04 Nov 2008
Posts: 2844
Location: Pennsylvania

Posted: Sun Mar 11, 2012 9:28 am    Post subject:

I know I'm late for the party, but I use double-strokes for all of my colloquy. I use a shortened form of the atty's last
name. If I don't have the name right away (which isn't a very smart thing to do) or I forget who is who, I'll use
something to describe the atty. HOT/HOT,
/PW*EUFP//PW*EUFP, SNIFF/SNIFF.
_________________
Lillian M. Freiler, RMR, CMRS

www.FreilerCourtReporting.com

Back to top     

LindaCip-NY
Famous Reporter

Joined: 15 Jul 2010
Posts: 1740
Location: New York

Posted: Sun Mar 11, 2012 9:28 am    Post subject: Re: Lightening fast judge

gregadelson wrote:

You can get used to anything. Those are the guys that make a merit writer out of you. Hang in there.
Greg

I needed to hear this, Greg - Thank you so much.

Back to top   
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